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Vibration measurements of a

steel joist floor system

Summary

A steel joist floor, prefabricated in sections, is investigated with respect of vibration levels.
Measurements are performed using one, two and four elements joined together. Different
modifications to the floor are tested to see in what way they affect the vibrations. An extra
damper has a considerable effect, especially to a certain kind of mode shapes. Introducing
lumped supports at the long-sides give further improvement. Changing the direction of the
floor gypsum boards give a minor effect.

1. Introduction

Lightweight floors show an increasing interest since the technique possesses advantages in
terms of high level of prefabrication generating a dry product, quick installation and high
quality with accuracy to size. The drawback is that lightweight floors, due to their dynamic
properties, often suffer from annoying vibrations. To find solutions that reduce the resonant
vibrations, particularly of long span floors, is therefore of high priority. Different suggestions
are reported in the literature e.g. the tune mass damper [1] and the active control system [2].

The purpose of this report is to perform a series of vibration measurements of a floor system
to see how different conditions, like type of support, installation of an extra damper, turning
the floor plasterboard 90o etc, affect the vibrations. The focus is to compare different solutions
with each other, not to judge whether occupants would treat the floor as good or not. 

2. Test object and equipment

A lightweight floor, build up with prefabricated sections, each of the size 1.2x6.8 m2, serves
as the test object. Several configurations are tested. Three alternatives are considered
regarding then number of sections, and thereby the size of the floor; one single section
(1.2x6.8 m2), two sections joined together (2.4x6.8 m2) and four sections joined together
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(4.8x6.8 m2). In all experiments, the floor sections are lying freely on the supports, either
concrete or wood. The design of the floor is presented in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Design of the examined floor. The prefabricated elements have a width of 1.20m.

The floor vibrations have been measured up to 30 Hz with the following equipment.
� FFT-analyser: Brüel & Kjær front-end type 2827 
� Electromagnetic shaker, LDS v406
� Power amplifier,  LDS PA500L
� Impedance head, Brüel & Kjær type 8001
� Charge amplifier, Brüel & Kjær type 2635
� Accelerometers, Brüel & Kjær type 4508

3. One section

Test conditions:
� Concrete support vs. wood support

The major differences between the two supports are that the wood type gives lower resonance
frequencies and that the three lowest resonances appear as double peaks (with practically
identical mode shapes) using wood support and as distinct peaks using concrete support. The
resulting frequency response function (FRF), experimental set-up and mode shapes are found
in Appendix I. 

4. Two sections

Test conditions:
� Concrete vs. wood support
� Using an extra visco elastic damper

Concrete vs. wood support is similar to the case with one single element. When wood support
is used the resonances are slightly lower. 

1. 13+13 mm Plasterboard
2. 45 mm Profiled sheet metal
3. C-beams, height 300-350 mm
4. 95 mm Mineral wool
5. 35 mm Ceiling joist c450
6. 13+15 mm Plasterboard



The principle of the extra damper is shown in Figure 2. In the conducted experiments the
extra damper is installed to five ceiling joists in the centre of the element. More about the
damper can be found in [3]. When using the extra damper the resonance peaks get wider
indicating an increased damping in the floor. Some resonances, corresponding to a mode
shape where the floor and the suspended ceiling are oscillating out of phase to each other, are
practically eliminated. The resulting frequency response function (FRF), experimental set-up
and mode shapes are found in Appendix II. 

Fig. 2. The visco-elastic material is mounted between an angle piece 
the ceiling joist.

5. Four sections

Test conditions:
� Using an extra visco elastic damper
� Using lumped wood studs to support the long sides of the flo

located at the ¼-points are mounted.
� Changing direction of the floor plasterboard 90o to increase tr
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support.
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damping increases.

The supports at the long-sides contribute to reduce the vibra
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used separately. The results improve a bit further, mainly on the
Hz, if the direction of the floor gypsum boards is changed 90o.
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6. Conclusions

The result shows that the tested floor type suffer from several resonances in the low frequency
area. The resonant behaviour can be reduced with some proportionally simple methods. Using
an extra damper to the construction in conjunction with supports at the long-sides give
considerable improvements. Changing the direction of the top layer plasterboard affect the
results less, though it is still noticeable because the transverse stiffness increases. It must be
stated that the tests are valid only for comparison, they do not aim to judge whether the floors
are going to treated as good or not by occupants. 
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Appendix I – One section

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up using one section

Frequency response function
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Fig. 2. Comparison between measured FRF of one floor section with concrete- and wood support.
Average from 36 measured points.
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Appendix II – Two sections

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up using two sections.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between measured FRF of two floor sections with concrete- and wood support.
Average from 60 measured points.
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Fig. 3. Comparison between measured FRF of two floor sections, concrete support, with and without
the extra damper. Average from 60 measured points

   
             a) 9.2 Hz  b) 10.1 Hz        c) 11.0 Hz

             d) 14.2 Hz e) 15.4 Hz        f) 16.9 Hz

             g) 22.0 Hz                                     h) 25.6 Hz i)28.6 Hz

Fig. 4. Mode shapes as a result of measuring the acceleration in 60 points. The accelerometers are
equally distributed on the floor. The shapes were generated from the case with concrete support,

original conditions.

____  Original floor

__ Floor with extra
         damper



Appendix III – Four sections

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up using four sections.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between measured FRF of four floor sections, original vs. extra damper.
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Fig. 3. Comparison between measured FRF of four floor sections, original vs. long-sided
supports.
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Fig. 4. Comparison between measured FRF of four floor sections, original
and long-sided supports.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between measured FRF of four floor sections, changing direction of the
floor plasterboard 90o.

                              a) 8.6 Hz                                                               b) 9.6 Hz

                              c) 10.4 Hz                                                             d) 12.3 Hz

____  Floor with extra
         damper and long-sided
          supports

__ Floor with extra
          damper, long-sided
          supports and floor
          plasterboard changed
          90o.



                              e) 14.3 Hz                                                             f) 28.4 Hz

Fig. 6. Mode shapes as a result of measuring the acceleration in 216 points. The accelerometers are
equally distributed on floor (upper) and ceiling (lower). The shapes were generated from the case

where extra damper was used.




